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Schesomger: Keynote Address from Object to Subject

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
FROM OBJECT TO SUBJECT

Hilde S. Schlesinger, M.D.

Ladies and Gentlemen, the two diplomas that you are offering me — one designating me as
Honorary Mayor of San Antonio, and the other making me an Honorary Texan — are much
appreciated. It gives me a new homeland (one of many)as well as an accent that I shall never
master. A mention of a new homeland also leads into the story thai; you are about to hear.
One morning, many years ago, in,a beautiful French castle filled with refugee children
from Hitler's Germany, a striking and startling event took place. Newcomers, new children
had come to the refugee camp, but they were strutting outside, yelling, '*Heil Hitler!"
polluting the air with German Nazi songs and goose-stepping in the French countryside. These
youngsters had lived under oppression just long enough to idealize the oppressor and to prac
tice the skills of their oppressor with deadly perseveration. Their skills indeed were pitiful:
**Heil Hitler's" and racing to benches and sitting down arrogantly — a feat that had been for
bidden to them in Germany. Later they were found to have an uncanny ability to oppress the
younger, weaker children in the camp. I was one of the children who raced to the window to
explore the startling event: the oppressed mimicking the oppressors. My reaction was intense;
I wanted to oppress the newcomers.
It was not until years later that I began to understand the psychological concept of iden
tification with the aggressor. This concept can be understood as a normal developmental step
in which the child, usually from a sense of chaos and helplessness, emulates characteristics of
individuals who may reprove him, who may frighten him or seriously interfere with his sense
of mastery. Imitation of these characteristics may enable the child to master this experience of
fear, of pain, of chaos and helplessness. A child frightened of a ghost may pretend to be a
ghost; a child hurt by a dentist may imitate the hurtful behavior by pummeling various objects
in his environment (Freud, 1967). Innumerable **No's" are heard by the young child as he
grows from a sense of helplessness to mastery. And these ''No's" tend to interfere with the
sense of bliss that the child experiences when his needs are fully met. Optimally, these "No's"
will become the cornerstone of a flexible and yet effective conscience. Malformations of the
conscience can and do occur and result in antipodes of behavior: the child may continue to
see restrictions to occur only from the outside world and may react by subjugating or by de
fiant rebellion against authority.
This psychological process, referred to as identification with the aggressor, can become a
cultural process for certain minority groups, just as individual aggression can also produce a
massive sense of inferiority and helplessness that in turn may result in identification with the
oppressor.

Dr. Schlesinger is Project Director at the Center on Deafness, University of California.
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I think my early experiences may partially account for my ongoing interest in deaf people,
an oppressed group throughout the centuries. The children in France, from long ago, demon
strated some — but not all — of the hallmarks of oppression. What are the hallmarks of

oppression? What are the waystations of the vicious cycle that dehumanizes both the
oppressor and the oppressed? The main feature of that cycle is that within it some people are
subjects: they know and act. Other people are objects: they are only acted upon. Massive
inhibitions of normal development can occur when people are primarily objects. Inhibitions
of learning, inhibitions of mastery. It's not by chance that the pronoun "I" develops when the
child develops mastery and feels he can indeed be a subject. Some children never develop the
pronoun "I", and they are usually children who are unable to influence the environment
effectively. Psychiatric systems can develop.

Virginia Satir (1967) describes a sad but humorous hierarchy of decreasing mental health
and increasing passivity in how we may talk about wanting to go to the movies. When healthy
and desirous of going to the movies and having your company, I might say,"I want to go to
the movies. Do you want to go with me?" Somewhat less healthy, I might say,"Doyon want

to go to the movies?" without letting you know what my wishes are. Even less healthy, I might
say, "There's a movie down the street," leaving both my desires and my wishes very am
biguous. And at the extreme of mental illness, I might say,"The voices are telling me to go see
a movie." The further we get away from being a subject in our world, of saying "I wish","I
want", "I act", the more likely it is that we have mental health problems.

Oppression thus occurs when the more powerful group decides and behaves as if they were
the only actors in the world and the remaining groups, different from them in some crucial
way, are to be acted upon. The cultural results of oppressive education are well-known:
children who do not learn, with a chasm between potential and achievement. These children
may grow up to disdain themselves, to feel inferior except in the presence of their peers

(Schreiber 1977). They have bought the image of the oppressor; they vaguely comprehend that
their future is bleak and behave accordingly. "So often do they hear that they are good-for-

nothing, know nothing, and are incapable of learning anything — that they are sick, lazy and
unproductive — that in the end they become convinced of their own unfitness (Freire 1970,
49)." These children can develop constricted identities, playing as if they emulate the
oppressors.

A few years ago, the most prestigious sorority at Howard University, a Black University,
pledged the whitest Blacks. I imagine that today they may pledge the blackest Blacks. Maybe
someday, when that particular oppression is passe, color won't matter.

With deafness, the characteristic of the oppressor is the anxious expectation of speech. The
reaction of the oppressed to the oppressor can be a slavish emulation resulting in a caricature
of Uncle Toms of all varieties — racial, ethnic, or of hearing status. The reaction may also be
the exact antithesis of the above; i.e., total rejection of the characteristics of the oppressor and

strident antagonism. Adolescents who either have been or have felt themselves to have been

oppressed by their parents react the same way: they slavishly imitate their parents or, much
more frequently, rebel against them. Deaf youth either mimick their oppressors by becoming
"as if" hearing people or violently reject all aspects of the hearing culture during the identity
search. Hearing aids and speech do not flourish or abound among those youth who come to
sign language too late and in opposition to their parents.

Slavish mimicking or violent rejection of the oppressor is not true freedom. "The oppres-

ed, having internalized the image of the oppressor and adopted his guidelines, are fearful of
freedom. Freedom would require that they reject his image and replace it with autonomy and
responsibility. Freedom is acquired by conquest and not by gift (Freire, 1970, 31)."
As previously indicated, the oppressed, in an attempt to liberate themselves, frequently
become oppressors. What example can we draw from history, from the past; what pitfalls can
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we avoid, now that the deaf are liberating themselves? When the Irish first liberated them
selves, they tended to become oppressive cops. The French Revolution and the Russian

Revoluation were followed by oppressive bloodbaths against the former oppressors (the
American Revolution seems to have been more benign?) The newly liberated tend to forget
from whence they came. They identify with the former oppressor and become like him. Labor
leaders, hopefully not deaf leaders, are prime examples. The not-yet-liberated attribute all

their misfortune not to their own actions but to their status of being 0|3pressed. Dr. Schreiber
(1977) tells a story of a student on the Gallaudet campus blaming all of his problems on the
fact that he was deaf. Although such a belief is difficult to maintain on the Gallaudet campus,
this student would not or could not own up to his problems.

What about the oppressors? People become oppressors generally when, as Bertrand
Russell says,"They do not consider themselves beautiful peacocks." For if I consider myself a
beautiful peacock, I don't need to oppress anyone else. Some people, however, are only able
to see the ugly duckling in themselves and thus somehow feel the need to oppress. Reactions of
the oppressors can and are frequently overt and deadly. Oppression can also be covert, clothed
in paternalism and suppressive help — too much help — help when no help is necessary.
More recently, some of the oppressed people have been romanticized. Marie Antoinette in

the past romanticized the life of the shepherds, put on their clothes and ate their food, but at
all times she could and did retreat to her castle, until she was beheaded by the romanticized
minority group. More recently. Black ghetto culture has been romanticized without any
regard to its poverty, illness, violence and ignorance. Do we romanticize some ineffecitve com

ponents of the deaf culture? In the past, knowledge of English and speech was overvalued.
Must the pendulum swing so far that it is not valued at all?

The oppressed tend to remain immature and in perpetual adolescence. It is significant that
we seem to be unable to cajole, psychoanalyze or beat somebody out of adolescence, but
adolescents do grow up. And a conscience which failed to develop because of vissitudes of
early parent-child interaction may yet develop from the peer group. i:he effectiveness of peer
groups is well demonstrated in organizations such as Alcoholics Anonymous, Synanon, and
more recently, in some of the deaf self-help organizations. When identification with a stronger

parent has gone awry, identification with a peer group may be beneficial. Both steps can help
in the transformation of the helplessness inherent in being a child who needs parents to fulfill
all needs, to the self-reliance of the adult who has come to terms with his exodus from paradise
(Sobo 1977).

The immaturity of many deaf individuals has been well documented and has not changed
sufficiently from studies in 1956 to studies of 1976. You know the litany. Egocentricity,
impulsiveness, constricted lifespace, a tendency to act rather than to think, coercive demandingness. Such immature behavior patterns are condemned rather than understood and dealt

with. Immature defenses are contagious; when baited by adolescents, the most reasonable and

staid parents become hopeless involved and utterly unreasonable. When confronted by the im
mature behavior of clients, professionals become uncomfortable, despairing, coercive and
finally oppressive, the exact opposite of what is required.

Research and anecdotes from the deaf community also reiterate the accompanying
existence and consequence of low self-esteem and immaturity. The antecedents of self-esteem
are seen to be a combination of the following: the ability to gain acceptance from significant

others; the ability to gain power or ability to influence the environment; the ability to have
worth; the ability to understand the rules and regulations of the culture; and finally, the ability
to develop competency that is meaningful both to the overall society and to the smaller group
(Coopersmith, 1967). None of the above flourish under oppression.

In the entire life of a deaf individual, how frequently is he permitted or encouraged to act
rather than to be acted upon? As you know, most deaf babies are born to hearing parents.
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The hearing parents first encounter professionals who are trained to act upon their patients
and in the past have inflicted a rigid status of passivity upon the recipients of their care. Most
parents know more about deafness than do the doctors. But, trained in passivity, they are
afraid to speak up. Soon the parents encounter other professionals who insist on treating the
parents as passive recipients of their wisdom. The wisdom is seldom backed by research but is
backed by near-religious fervor. The professionals decide what must or must not be done to
and for the deaf child — and the cycle starts. The deaf child becomes a receptacle into which
knowledge is unceasingly poured, but ineffectively so, through a medium that he can barely
understand. When the attention wanders from this unceasing barrage, the child is abruptly

poked and jerked. The child's environment is created for him and not with him. We have
however increasing evidence that from the earliest days infants prefer to manipulate the
environment. Infants want milk when they are ready, not when the mother decides to provide

them the riches. Even rats prefer experiments that will let them influence the environment. Dr.
Freire, in a book called The Pedagogy of the Oppressed, refers to a ''culture of silence"; he is
not talking about deafness but about any education that becomes an act of deposition into
inert receptacles. What is deposited by professionals treating the deaf child may or may not
bear a relationship to the needs or interests of the deaf child. Frequently it does not. Many
times the needs remain silent because the child cannot express them. Many times the teacher
cannot understand them when the child does express them. Introduction of sign language can
help enormously but only when the passivity of the child is concurrently changed to an active
dialog.

Dr. Vernon (1978) laments the political inertia of the deaf college students, the paucity of
articulate deaf grass root leaders, but predicts that the present educational system will con
tinue to produce the above.

It is infinitely easier to prevent low self-esteem than to remedy it. It is infinitely easier to
avoid perpetuation of immaturity from infancy on than to rush it away later.
Furthermore, there is a danger. The liberation of the deaf has begun. This is an exhilerating, exciting event, an event that I applaud. It is accompanied by an increasing need for deaf
professionals, but there remains a paucity of deaf leaders and deaf professionals. The danger
may be that in our hurry to produce them, we may lower expectations of their skills or give

them inflated gradev. Interestingly enough, these two events can also be considered oppressive
actions, for the action taken would be by the teachers, the bosses, not by the deaf individual
themselves. This need not happen; deaf individuals have normal potential; together we must
find ways for higher achievement.

ADARA's program focuses splendidly on the remediation aspects, the rehabilitation
aspect of the outcome of oppression, and much can be accomplished. Reversing a long
standing process, however, is more costly and less effective. More must be done! Oppression
must be stopped now, at all levels of development. We must work with the deaf leaders who
have "made it"; we must engage and help liberate those who haven't, those who have been

objects too long. But most importantly, we must work with parents and teachers of infants so
that these infants can have early experiences of being subjects, of knowing their wishes and
enacting their dreams.

I have been the actor, and you have been the subject, long enough. I hope I have not
oppressed you. Thank you.

XI
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